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27 Helpful 39 What should I do if I lose my phone and can't remember my Facebook password?
wikiHow Contributor Click the "forgot password" option, and Facebook will send you a temporary
password to the e-mail address you have on record with your account. Click on the downward-facing
triangle on the top right corner of your page (next to the lock icon). Learn more, including about
available controls: Cookies Policy.FacebookJoin or Log Into Facebook Email or PhonePasswordForgot
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views 2:16 How to Download All Facebook Messages Download Chat History - Duration: 2:14. Use
any free software or windows default to export all files from zip/rar file.As you can see in my video,
file that you need is only messages.htm, so copy that file in some folder (in my case I created
Facebook folder so everything would be nicely organized).Download my application
(FacebookMessageExport.exe) which you will use to export all messages that are stored inside of
messages.htm.Copy FacebookExportMessage.exe to folder you created a few seconds ago (in my
case Facebook folder, where messages.htm are also located).Run the application ( If you have
problems running an application, please go few lines below where everything is explained).When
application window appear, enter the names (Full Facebook names) between two person you would
like to export conversation and click start.It can take a while for application to find messages, but
you should get a pop up window which says that your messages are found.After confirming a
window, application will start to export your messages to folder "Messages".You will see another pop
up window when all messages are exported.Result should be a day ordered files inside of
"Messages" folder which represent a message conversation between two people for one day.Please
post a comment whether it worked for your or not.[Security Problems]If you have security problems
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server, so if you are seeking to recover a message for legal purposes, your lawyer may be able to
retrieve your messages for you with a court order; however, this is not something that you can do on
your own.[7] Because it is impossible to retrieve deleted Facebook messages without a court order
(and even then, its subject to timeline (90 days), plus Facebooks cooperation and server
capabilities), it really is best to take preventative measures like sending duplicates (i.e. Home
Categories Computers and Electronics Internet Website Application Instructions Social Networking
Facebook ArticleEditDiscuss Edit ArticleHow to Retrieve Deleted Facebook Messages Three
Methods:Checking to See if a Copy Was Sent to Your Email InboxSending Copies of Messages to Your
Email AccountSaving Your Facebook DataCommunity Q&A It is impossible to retrieve a Facebook
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enter your email address and password to log in. Go to Facebook.com and enter your email address
and password to log in. 4 Open Notifications settings. 4 Edit Email notifications settings 5a02188284 
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